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I remember exactly how I became interested in the study of political science. It was about thirty years ago, during the spring of 1980, in Uruguay, the country where I was born. At that time, Uruguay was under military rule and the military attempted to ratify – via a plebiscite – a new constitution that sought to establish a new order in the country, essentially a militarily protected democracy. A few days before the plebiscite, I asked my father how he was planning to vote. With no knowledge of the political leanings of my schoolmates’ parents (and perhaps fearful that they were members of the military regime), he sat me on his lap. Softly and calmly, he told me that he and my mother were voting against the military, but that I could not tell anyone... ANYONE! When I asked why they were voting “no,” he explained that sometimes the “bad guys” govern, and that he and my mother did not want that kind of future for Uruguay. My intuition then pushed me to ask why, if they were the bad guys, they were governing, when of course the good guys should be governing the country. I do not remember what my father told me then, but I do recall the perplexed look on his face. My confusion was later exacerbated in my search for an answer as to why the military accepted their disastrous defeat.

After the transition to democracy in Uruguay had been completed and democratic rulers were governing the country, I decided to study political science at the Hebrew University of Jerusalem. During my years in Israel, I lived in a kibbutz in the north of the country, Kibbutz Yehiam. Participating in several of the members’ assemblies on Saturday nights at the collective dining room, I was inspired by a completely new democratic experience. It was then that I experienced the most obvious and clear example of a participative, deliberative, direct democracy that I could ever imagine. But I soon realized that the kibbutz was not Israel and that a democracy could not exist only in meetings on Saturday nights. Something else must be in place.

By that time, political science had already become my obsession, and later I pursued a Ph.D. at the University of Notre Dame. Though it was not to be my dissertation topic, my very first paper was on the subject of direct democracy.
From that time forward, I developed a secret intellectual love affair with direct democracy. When I returned to Latin America to begin my professional career, the constant search for improvements to democracy forced me to make, more often than not, new dates with my old intellectual love. Those dates formed the prelude to this book.

Since that time, I have become immeasurably indebted to those who have supported me in my intellectual pursuits – indeed, they are too numerous to acknowledge here. Yet, at the risk of forgetting someone, I cannot start to express my gratitude to my professors at the University of Notre Dame: Michael Coppedge, Robert Fishman, Andrew Gould, Scott Mainwaring, Guillermo O’Donnell, and Benjamin Radcliff. They taught me not only to organize scattered ideas but also to think. Yet I would not be exaggerating if I said that, in certain regards, I learned more from my classmates than from anyone else: Dan Brinks, Rossana Castiglioni, Andreas Feldmann, Carlos Guevara-Mann, and Aníbal Pérez-Liñán, who were, and in a way still are, an informal working team.

In pursuing field research and writing this manuscript, several people offered insightful advice, invaluable information, and constant opportunities to exchange ideas. My colleagues at the Catholic University of Chile (Pontificia Universidad Católica de Chile), where I now work, were bombarded almost daily with questions in search of advice: Tomás Chuaqui, Arie Epstein, Oscar Godoy, Renato Lewin, Juan Pablo Luna, Rodrigo Mardones, Anthony Pezzola, Alfredo Rehren, and Miguel Vatter, and also my students Germán Bidegain, Piru Farias, Pili Gianini, Mauricio Morales, Rafael Piñeiro, Roody Reserve, Fernando Rosenblatt, and Sergio Toro.

In Uruguay, field work was performed in stages, yet behind the scenes; Daniel Buquet, Gerardo Caetano, Antonio Cardarello, Fonzy Castiglia, Daniel Chasquetti, and Fito Garce were always there. The presidents of Uruguay, Jorge Batlle, Luis Alberto Lacalle, and Julio María Sanguinetti; the ministers of the Electoral Court, Rodolfo González-Rissotto, Washington Salvo, and Carlos Urruty; and legislators of the Parliament of the republic provided vital assistance in completing my research on Uruguay.

In Switzerland, interactions with Andreas Auer, Fernando Méndez, Uwe Serdült, Vasiliki Trigka, Yanina Welp, and Jonathan Wheatley were critical for discussing some of the ideas of this manuscript. This research also benefited from other colleagues: Evaristo Thomas Acuña, Angel Alvarez, Santiago Basabe, Anita Breuer, Rolf Büchi, Ernesto Calvo, Maxwell Cameron, Luis Caravacho, John Carey, Miguel de Luca, Jürgen Elklit, Claudio Fuentes, Jael Goldsmith, Andreas Gross, Simon Hug, Kestutis Jankauskas, Bruno Kauffmann, Herbert Kitschelt, Algis Krupavicius, Larry LeDuc, Marcelo Leiras, André Malamud, Wilfried Marxer, Joe Mathews, Juan Pablo Morales, Vicky Murillo, Jennifer Pribble, Adam Przeworski, Daniela Rivera, Theo Schiller, Maija Setälä, Peter Siavelis, Palle Svensson, Fredrik Uggl, Pier Vincenzo Uleri, Jorge Vargas-Cullel, Andreas Vatter, Greg Weeks, and Kurt Weyland.

Many institutions and programs provided me with significant and influential milieus: the Political Science Institute at the Catholic University of Chile;
the Political Science Institute at the University of the Republic in Uruguay; the Department of Political Science and the Helen Kellogg Institute for International Studies at the University of Notre Dame; the Fulbright Commission – LASPAU; the National Commission for Scientific and Technological Research of Chile (Grants 1040920, 1060749, and 1090294); the Junior Post-Doctoral Scholars in the Study of Democracy Competition of the Latin American Program of the Woodrow Wilson Center for Scholars and the Ford Foundation; and the Centre for Research on Direct Democracy (C2D) at the University of Zurich.

Special thanks go to my colleague Gerardo Munck, who constantly encouraged me to work on this project and read several drafts of it. His advice was absolutely essential. I am also indebted to John Londregan and Luis Andrés Herskovic for their helpful comments and suggestions on Chapter 3, as well as to John Sonnet and Charles Ragin for their suggestions on Chapter 7. Philip Pettit provided me with a helpful sounding board to test the reasonableness of the central arguments of the book. Hetha Fatnassi did a wonderful job editing and proofreading the manuscript. And, at Cambridge University Press, Lew Bateman was a helpful interlocutor who very professionally oversaw the review and publication of this book.

Last, but not least, my family: my parents, Lea and Ruben, and my sister, Janine; without them I could have not started this beautiful journey; my wife, Rossana, for her encouragement and support; and my kids, Naomi and Matías, who make everything have sense. This book could not have been written whatsoever without their inspiration. Wishing that Naomi and Matías never have to ask the same question I asked thirty years ago . . . here it goes!
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